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Abstract 

The livestock industry is susceptible to several diseases, of which Foot and Mouth 

Disease (FMD) is one. FMD is neither a fatal nor zoonotic animal disease, but most animals less 

than one year of age are killed in about 80% of cases. FMD also causes reductions in yield and 

milk production. FMD is recognized as an economic disease because any outbreak will lead to a 

drastic reduction in the export market. This study is centered on livestock production in mid-

western United States. The study incorporated the result from an epidemiology model into an 

equilibrium displacement model; this is used to determine the economic impact of the FMD 

outbreak on both consumers and producers. Three vaccination-to-die scenarios were simulated. 

Each scenario had 200 disease spread simulation runs. The economic impact results were 

presented with normal distribution curves in order to see how the economic impacts were 

distributed across the 200 runs in each scenario. Scenario 14 with 50 and 80 herds vaccination 

capacity at 22 and 40 days respectively, coupled with 50 km vaccination zone has the lowest 

negative impact on both consumer and producers. The diseases lasted for shorter period of time 

in scenario 14 than scenarios 2 and 12. Scenario 14 also has least number of animals killed. It 

can be concluded from the equilibrium displacement outcomes that the best mitigation strategy 

for the control of FMD is to have a large vaccination zone area, and increment in the vaccination 

capacity will also curb the disease on time. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

 1.1 Background on Foot and Mouth Disease  
Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) is an animal disease that can have a great impact on livestock 

markets all over the world. The livestock industry is susceptible to several diseases, of which 

FMD is one of utmost concern.   Even though FMD is not zoonotic (affects both animal and 

man), great importance is still placed on FMD because of its potential economic impact on 

infected regions. The negative effect that can arise from any disease outbreak is greater than the 

impact just on the country where the disease originated from but can also have great impact on 

international markets, since the food supply chain has become increasingly global (Park et al., 

2008). Many countries like Japan and Korea are more highly dependent on imported meats for 

their source of animal protein, at the same time; these countries put strict measures on the 

importation of meats like beef, pork, and lamb that are prone to diseases. 

In about 80% of cases, most animals under one year of age are often killed by the disease 

(Rich et al., 2005), the mortality rate is less than 6 percent in adult animals and FMD can cause 

reduced milk yield and loss of weight (Mahul and Gohin, 1999). An outbreak of FMD can cause 

substantial economic stress for countries where the livestock sector makes a significant 

contribution to the economy.  Such a disease outbreak can also adversely affect other aspects of 

the economy in addition to the livestock industry. For instance, the 2001 FMD epidemic in 

United Kingdom confirmed at an abattoir near Brentwood in Essex, England (Wilson and 

Kinsella, 2004). As reported by British press (Sunday times) it cost UK around 9 billion Pounds 

starlings of which 60 percent were losses from the tourism and leisure industry due to restrictions 

in movement in the countryside (Burrell and Mangen, 2001).  
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A single animal disease outbreak incident can lead to large losses in the livestock 

industry that can persist for numerous years. Putting major efforts and regulatory interventions to 

control the outbreak/spread of animal diseases can yield great economic benefits to 

countries/regions with large livestock sectors (Rich et al., 2005). Disease-free status is an 

important element of the trading strategy of livestock exporting countries (Burrell and Mangen, 

2001). Better understanding through studies of the different aspects of FMD and FMD virus may 

improve future, national, regional and global control, even eradication plans for the disease 

(Garebed et al., 2008). Eradicating FMD in any country also involves more than simply 

vaccination or killing of all infected animals.  Many disease control measures are also important 

including the political status and the educational level of the society. People in the area have to 

understand the potential effect of the disease and the significant losses they can incur from an 

outbreak. For example, vaccination in regions where susceptible populations reside often can be 

hindered because of political instability, corruption, economic hardship, or inaccessibility due to 

poor infrastructure (Mohiddin and Johnston, 2006; Rennie and Behets, 2006; Heymann, 2004; 

Aylward et al., 2003; Henao-Restrepo et al., 2003; Cutts et al., 1999; Hull et al., 1998; Garabed 

et al., 2008). 

FMD is trans-boundary in nature, because of this, it is important for the policy makers in 

North American countries to understand the potential impacts of an FMD outbreak and the 

consequence of the different mitigation policies (Nogueria et al., 2011). For instance, the 

Mexican cattle industry’s main exports consist of male and female calves to the United States. 

Also, approximately 15% of the weaned calves are exported to the United States (Nogueria et al., 

2011).   
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A lot of researchers have worked on FMD prevention and control, and studied the economic 

impact of outbreaks.  The research also explored best practices to follow in order to reduce 

economic losses and to minimize outbreak severity. This study will use an equilibrium 

displacement model (EDM) model to estimate economic impacts across industry sectors of a 

hypothetical FMD outbreak in the United States. The EDM comprises retailer, wholesale, and 

producer sectors focused on the livestock sector of the United States (Schroeder and Tonsor, 

2011). The FMD outbreak epidemiology is simulated using the North American Animal Disease 

Spread Model (NAADSM).  The epidemiology of a hypothetical FMD outbreak is stochastic and 

NAADSM simulates alternative disease spread probability distributions.  As a result, any 

outbreak can have numerous alternative possible impacts.  We will explore in detail the 

distributions of these simulated disease spreads to determine how the economic impacts 

(welfare) are distributed across each sector of the market under alternative animal disease 

mitigation strategies.  

This study builds upon a recent study of Schroeder et al., (2012) that explores economic 

impacts of alternative FMD emergency vaccination strategies in the United States. The unique 

aspects of the current study relative to Schroeder et al., 2012 include: 1) the Economic 

Displacement Model is used here to explicitly estimate the entire distribution of potential losses 

with each sector of the livestock industry in the event of FMD (Schroeder et al., (2012) estimate 

only median and 10th and 90th percentile impacts).  2) A graphical representation will be 

presented that makes it easy to read and compare how the losses were being distributed. 

Exploring the entire distribution of potential economic impacts can prove very insightful.  In an 

FMD outbreak, the disease containment can vary substantially based on numerous factors that 

may or may not facilitate disease spread and disease duration.  There is a lot of uncertainty 
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associated with potential disease spread for any given introduction of the disease because the 

disease can be easily spread through numerous vectors including wind, feed, humans, clothing, 

wildlife, and vehicle tires in addition to direct animal contact.  Understanding the probability 

distribution of possible outbreaks is important.  Short-lived, rapidly contained, FMD outbreaks 

likely have much smaller economic impacts than a longer-lasting wider outbreak.  Consideration 

of just median or average economic impacts masks the potentially very important distributional 

aspects of an FMD outbreak.  This study is the first we know of to estimate the distribution of 

economic impacts from simulated FMD outbreaks in the United States.   

 1.2 Objectives of study 
The main goal of this study is to find the best way to reduce the economic losses to Foot and 

Mouth Disease by evaluating the entire distribution of potential economic outcomes. A graphical 

representation of the equilibrium displacement model output is used here to readily illustrate how 

alternative control strategies affect the economic impacts.  

The objectives can be categorized into the following three 

1) To estimate the economic impacts from simulated FMD outbreaks in the United States 

using an equilibrium displacement model. 

2) Present the distribution of losses/gains incurred by the producers and consumers due to 

an FMD outbreak with graphical representation to make it easy to read and compare 

across different mitigation strategies.  

3) Ranking the practices to follow in order to reduce economic losses and minimize FMD 

outbreak severity among the three Scenarios considered in this study. 

Epidemiological models can simulate the distribution of the size and duration of the disease 

outbreak, and the outcomes of these models can be integrated with economic models. In this 
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study, the epidemiological model result is integrated into economic estimates (Niemi and 

Lehtonen, 2010) 

 1.3 Organization of Thesis 
This study will be organized into five chapters. This first chapter is an introduction and it 

gives the overview of this study. Chapter 2 is the review of literatures, this will give more detail 

into the past works and findings on the FMD outbreak. The literature review will also include the 

impacts of FMD outbreaks on the global livestock market. The next chapter (3) will give the 

description of data used in this study; it will also describe the methodology involved in the 

economic analyses conducted. Chapter 3 will also explain how the objectives stated in chapter 1 

are achieved. The result is presented in chapter 4 with graphical representation of the outcomes. 

Chapter 5 includes the conclusion, recommendation, and limitation of this study. 
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Chapter 2 - Review of Literature 

 2.1 Introduction 
A Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak could be very detrimental to the United States economy and 

to the world in general. This importance has motivated a body of past literature exploring 

economic impacts of a potential FMD outbreak.  Here I provide a review of FMD research 

broadly discussed in three categories that comprise: 1) “understanding of FMD” , 2) exploring 

the economic importance of an FMD outbreak in the United States and other developed 

economies of the world, and 3) discussing two methods of control of FMD- whether to vaccinate 

or not to vaccinate.   

 2.2 Understanding Foot-and-Mouth Disease 
FMD originates from a virus that affects all cloven-hoofed ruminants and is highly contagious 

(APHIS, 2010). FMD can be spread by direct or indirect contact; it can also travel through air up 

to 60 km over land (Burrell and Mangen, 2001). Disease signs can appear within two to three 

days after exposure and can last for seven to ten days (Grubman and Baxt, 2004). Some of the 

symptoms of FMD are: fever, blister-like lesions, and erosions on the tongue, lips, mouth, teats, 

and hooves (APHIS, 2007).  FMD affects all stages in the cattle productions: breeding, feeding, 

and marketing (Nogueria et al., 2011) 

Decision makers have always been faced with many difficult choices in designing the right 

policy for Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) control policy in the United States (Hagerman, et al., 

2012). In the past decade, large FMD events have occurred in Taiwan, the Netherlands, Japan, 

The Republic of Korea and the United Kingdom (Hagerman et al., 2012).  FMD is a type of 

disease that has the ability to spread very rapid in a susceptible population (Barnett et al., 2002) 

without proper control measures to stop the spread. FMD is highly contagious and can move 
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rapidly through many means like contact, livestock movement, airborne spread, and infected 

wildlife (Rich and Winter-Nelson, 2007). The last outbreak of FMD reported in the United States 

was in 1929 (Schroeder et al., 2012). There have been frequent outbreaks of FMD around the 

world in recent years which has made the disease a global concern even in long standing FMD-

free countries (Grubman and Baxt, 2004, Schroeder et al., 2012). The effects of FMD can be 

very bad to a country, it can also threaten food supplies, security and safety (FAO, 2006).  

 

 2.3 Economic importance of FMD  
Evaluating the economic welfare impact of an FMD outbreak involves more than the vaccination 

process, the demand and supply impacts are also very important. Introduction of demand and 

supply shocks enables studying the economic impacts. Each time there is a disease outbreak, 

there is likely a drop in demand for the livestock product in the affected region, the supply is also 

affected due stamped out animals. Outbreaks of animal diseases mostly impact the supply and 

demand of the livestock. The effect of the disease outbreak on demand and supply can last 

beyond the period of the disease outbreak. There are some specific characteristics for countries 

such as dependence on exports or imports, disease control policies, consumer demographics, 

value of livestock, make it difficult to get the accurate impact of FMD from one country to 

another (Nogueria et al., 2011). Devadoss et al., (2006) presented a general equilibrium analysis 

on foreign and domestic demand of a disease outbreak in the United States. They stated that 

United States exports 10% of its beef, trade ban by about 50 countries on its beef will lead to 

about a 90% decline in US beef exports. FMD is considered a major threat to the United States 

due to herd destruction, trade restrictions, disease eradication costs, and market disruptions (Doel 

2003; APHIS 2010, Hagerman et al., 2011).  
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 As a result of the restrictions imposed on the beef imports from FMD-endemic countries, a 

significant price gap (as large as 50-60% for manufacturing beef) existed between the FMD-

endemic and FMD-free markets. The avoidance of large production losses that can be up to 10% 

of annual output was the main incentive for eradication. In beef exporting countries, there was an 

added incentive of accessing more profitable markets. (Ekboir et al., 2002) 

Using the incidence of FMD in United Kingdom (2001), Paarlberg et al., (2003) estimated the 

potential revenue impact of an outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease in United States. The 

greatest impact was the lost international market access and reduction in domestic market 

demand due to fear from local consumers on the effect of the disease on them. They determined 

that an FMD outbreak could cost the United States up to $14 billion in gross revenue which 

amounts to about 9.5% of the total agricultural sector income. 

A single disease outbreak in a country can lead to the ban on exports of meat for an 

extended period of time from countries that normally import meats from the affected country. 

Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) that occurred in Washington state in 2003 lead to 

stoppage in US beef exports and the United States lost $3-5 billion yearly because of the of the 

single reported incident (Coffey et al., 2005, Zishun et al., 2006). And another impact of FMD 

outbreak is the changes in the way finished livestock products were marketed (Wilson and 

Kinsella, 2004). Korea banned beef imports from the United States (the largest country exporting 

beef to Korea which accounted for 68% of total beef import in Korea) immediately after the 

confirmation of the Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) in 2003, and it lasted till 2007 

when they allowed the importation boneless beef from United States. Likewise, due to the largest 

outbreak of FMD in Korea confirmed in March 25, 2000 Japan banned the importation of pork 

from Korea (Park et al., 2008).  
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An FMD outbreak in the United Kingdom in 2001 cost the country between $3.6 and 

$11.6 billion (Mathews and Buzby, 2001; Nogueira et al., 2010). The risk study for the newly 

proposed National Bio Agro-Defense Facility (NBAF) study of 2010 estimated that the 

economic welfare loss from simulated FMD outbreaks in Kansas range from $2.8 to $50 Billion 

depending on the scenario (NBAF, 2010).   

Nogueira et al., (2010) in their study of Foot and Mouth Disease on the Mexican cattle industry 

reported that changes in the economic surplus due to FMD range from positive $0.89 to $1.6 

billion to a net loss of about $67 billion depending on the outbreak scenario and specific 

mitigation strategy. 

FMD clearance processes involve some steps that must be followed before an infected 

country can regain a lost export market. The process starts with eradication and vaccination, 

followed by a period of FMD-free status, certification by an international agency and finally 

clearance by individual importing countries. Any country labeled as disease-free will be able to 

have high demand for its livestock products and will also command high prices relative to those 

not enjoying this status. Due to the high cost of maintaining FMD Free status, countries 

designated as FMD Free by World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) restrict the importation 

of meat and livestock from the countries that are not designated as FMD-Free (Rich and Winter-

Nelson, 2007). The trade restriction placed on the FMD countries serve as an incentive to 

eliminate FMD in the countries that have high potential for exportation of meat to other countries 

(Rich and Winter-Nelson, 2007). 
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 2.4 Vaccination Vs Non-Vaccination 
Different forms of studies on Vaccination types had been reported in the literature. For example, 

Vaccination-to-die versus vaccination-to-live, some studies also included other constraints like 

the different sizes of emergency vaccination, vaccination capacity and more. Barnett et al., 

(2002) illustrated the difference between the two confusing words “emergency vaccination” 

which include ring vaccination or barrier vaccination (this may applied to a country or region at 

risk, the non-infected country try to create barrier against movement of products from the 

infected country), suppressive or Dampening down vaccination, and “emergency FMD vaccine” 

which is vaccine ideally formulated to contain higher levels of antigen than conventional. Barnett 

et al., (2002) indicated that within the last 20 years, great advances have been made in safety, 

quality and efficacy of the available FMD antigens and even the conventional FMD vaccines 

from appropriate licensed manufacturers. The availability of reliable and dependable vaccines 

tends to develop more support for vaccination before or when there is an FMD outbreak.  

The major issue with vaccination is that it has to be done in routines once FMD is 

present. If routine vaccination is discontinued, the disease often reappears, which can sometimes 

be in interval of many years or sometimes a matter of months (Barnett et al., 2002).  

FMD vaccination is controversial for the following reasons: (a) risk of virus introduction 

via the vaccine and vaccination team; (b) potential delays in the re-opening of international 

markets; (c) potential of higher culling due to vaccinate-to-die policies or lack of differentiation 

between animals that have been vaccinated and those that are sub-clinically infected or recovered 

(i.e., the vaccine not being a Differentiate Infected from Vaccinated Animals, or DIVA, vaccine); 

and (d) the costs of implementation, plus the limited availability of key resources such as 

personnel, and necessary vaccination equipment. The fact that vaccinated animals are culled 

along with non-vaccinated animals may seem counter-intuitive (Hagerman et al., 2011).  
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This study is focused on Vaccination-to-die scenarios to complement the report by 

Schroeder et al., (2012) on the Economic Impact of Alternative FMD Emergency Vaccination 

Strategies in the United States. A major issue in FMD control is the argument on whether to 

vaccinate or not to vaccinate. Elbakidze et al., (2009), and Hagerman et al., (2012) found that the 

economic losses under vaccination exceed losses under no vaccination, and detection delay also 

increase losses. Another problem faced during vaccination is choice of which vaccine to apply 

because the strain of the FMD Virus responsible in the outbreak may not be quickly determined, 

and the disease spreads so fast that before the right vaccination is applied, it may have gone out 

of control. Part of the factor to be considered when applying vaccination includes the number of 

livestock to be protected, the species and location of these livestock, the introduction and spread 

of the disease, and the cost-benefit studies (Barnett et al., 2002) 

Different countries have different ways they control an FMD outbreak. Some countries 

control FMD through vaccination while some control through killing of the infected animals. In 

southern cone of America, vaccination was used to eradicate the disease outbreak in the 1990s 

(Rich and Winter-Nelson, 2007). Generally, FMD-free status is restored three months after the 

last infected case, or the last vaccinated herd has been slaughtered (Burrell and Mangen, 2001).  

Argentina and Uruguay eradicated foot and mouth disease in 2000 and 1995 respectively, and 

they gained greater access to FMD-free markets after (Javier et al., 2002). According to the 

EuroChoices publication by Burrell and Mangen, (2001), the European Union followed a policy 

of non-vaccination since 1991. The European Union (EU) has a special policy on control of 

FMD which involves culling of all susceptible livestock in the affected area, animal restriction, 

and compensation of livestock producers for their losses (European commission, 2003). In 

United States, the North America Guidelines for FMD Vaccine Use indicate that if FMD can be 
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eradicated through culling alone, no vaccination should be employed (Hagerman et al., 2012). 

However, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Services of United States Department of 

Agriculture (APHIS) may determine where vaccination is necessary to contain the disease after 

putting into consideration different factors such as suspected origin of infection, estimated date 

of introduction, and possible spread of the disease (APHIS, 2010: Hagerman et al., 2012). 

Another example is Zimbabwe in southern Africa, to maintain freedom from FMD. A zonation 

system is implemented with fencing and movement controls have been used to protect a central 

export zone where most of the large scale commercial farming is concentrated (Randolph et al., 

2012). Even with stringent trade restrictions and border control, some countries that were 

initially FMD-free have not been able to maintain the FMD-free status (Scudamore and Harris, 

2002; Pluimers et al., 2002; Chmitellin and Moutou, 2002; Costelloe et al., 2002; Bruckner et 

al., 2002; Sakamoto and Yoshida, 2002; Garabed et al., 2007). 

 

 2.5 Economic models and FMD  
Even though there is much economic importance attached to Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak, 

only few researches has combined the epidemiological models with up-to-date economic 

analysis. Rich and Winter-Nelson, (2007) developed an integrated epidemiological-economic 

model of animal disease control that is both dynamic and spatial. Rich and Winter-Nelson, 

(2007) used epidemiological model to simulate an FMD outbreak in Paraguay and its consequent 

spread to other countries. The most common measures of welfare are consumer and producer 

surplus (Ekboir et al., 2002). The relationship between domestic supply and domestic demand 

determines the trade and welfare effects of changes in international markets. The welfare effect 
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will be larger for countries that export a large share of their production or import a large share of 

their consumption (Ekboir et al., 2002).  

Equilibrium Displacement Model (EDM) is used to analyze the impact of the simulated disease 

outbreak on each sector of the market in United States including both Domestic and International 

market. In livestock industry market analyses, lots of researchers have used EDMs to conduct 

welfare analysis on the livestock industry with the introduction of disease outbreaks or 

applications of new technology. Zhao et al., (2000) developed an Equilibrium Displacement 

Model for the Australian Beef industry, and their main study’ objective was to thoroughly 

document the model and the procedures followed in defining the price, quantity and market 

parameters (supply, demand and substitution elasticities). Schroeder and Tonsor, (2011) also 

applied an Equilibrium Displacement Model to determine the economic impact of adoption of 

newly approved technology in cattle feeding.  

Epidemiological and economic modeling of livestock disease outbreak involves knowing 

different types of factors involved which include size, location, and operational type of each 

livestock facilities in United States (Melius et al., 2006). Three types of mitigation was adopted 

in Karl and Alex, (2007) study; stamping out, vaccination and preventative vaccination. 

Generally, researchers use cost-benefit in animal health economics to evaluate alternative 

strategies for contagious disease control, and the evaluation is based on expected values of gain 

and losses (Mahul and Gohin, 1997). Rich et al., (2005) addressed the problem of modeling 

space in a regulatory environment through the example of efforts to control Foot Mouth Disease 

(FMD) in the southern cone of South America. Their result showed that from a policy 

perspective, the regulatory controls will be more effective if private incentives are made more 

uniform over space. This can be achieved through subsidies or transfer and regional 
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developments.  They also found that improving markets and incentives in lagging countries may 

be an important part of an international effort to control FMD in more developed, exporting 

regions. 

Randolph et al., 2012 evaluated the equity of animal disease control in Zimbabwe. In 

their study, they disaggregated costs and benefits into sub-sectors which comprise of five major 

sub-populations: communal area households, lower-and upper income households on large 

commercial farms, and lower and upper-income urban households. Improving FMD control had 

a significant contribution to the economic growth of the country but the magnitude of the benefit 

is very small for the poor relative to the greater share captured by the higher income group. But 

every group benefits from FMD control improvement. 

A study conducted by Pendell et al., (2012) determined the economic implications of a 

hypothetical FMD outbreak in a specific local region southwest Kansas under three different 

disease introduction scenarios. This study follows the same format of having three vaccination-

to-die scenarios that is differentiated by vaccination capacity, feedlot size, and trigger size. This 

study added another form of reporting the economic losses by illustrating how the losses to each 

sector surpluses are distributed across different scenarios.  Niemi and Lehtonen, (2010) used a 

stochastic dynamic programming model to simulate the market implications of alternative foot 

and mouth disease scenarios in the pig sector.  

Elbakidze et al., (2009) investigated the economic impact of FMD with the help of 

epidemiologic-economic modeling framework associated with time-to-disease detection, 

slaughter capacity of infected herds, and availability of FMD vaccines.  The study area involved 

only eight counties in high plains of Texas. Their economic analysis shows that early detection 

of the outbreak is the most economically effective control option. The study used simulations 

like the epidemiology model used in this study.  Their simulation suggested that the epidemic 

might cost up to $1 billion within the local cattle industry. This result was in line with the 
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Hagerman et al., (2012) report which suggested that standard culling of animals from early 

disease detection have smaller animal and economic welfare losses compared to emergency 

vaccination. Wilson and Kinsella, (2004) also looked into the impact of FMD on the price of 

beef.  They found out that changes to livestock supply chains and market methods had a more 

direct effect on beef industry. 
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Chapter 3 - Data and Methodology 

 3.1 – Introduction 
 

The data used in this study is from the result of running an epidemiological disease spread 

model, the North American Animal Disease–Spread Model (NAADSM). NAADSM is a 

stochastic, spatially explicit, state-transition simulation model designed to simulate the spread of 

highly contagious animal disease (Schroeder et al., 2012; Harvey, N. et al., 2007). NAADSM 

originated from the efforts within (Harvey, N. et al., 2007) to designed models for animal disease 

spread and controls. NAADSM is intended to be used as a research and planning tool in advance 

of an incursion of a highly contagious disease (Harvey, N. et al., 2007). The model also serves as 

a means of preparedness for any unforeseen disease outbreak. Modeling of a disease spread can 

reveal the best control measure to be adopted in order to reduce loss that may occurred due to the 

disease outbreak. 

Under NAADSM, Foot and Mouth Disease can be spread in four different ways including: 1) 

Direct contact; 2) Indirect contact; 3) Local Area Spread; and 4) Airborne. FMD can be spread 

through direct contact when a susceptible animal has body contact with an already infected 

animal. Indirect contact can occur through movement of people or materials from an infected 

region to an uninfected region. The local area spread is one that cannot be fully determined how 

it is spread but recognizes the fact that the disease has occurred in the nearby area. The disease 

virus can also be carried by air from infected animals to uninfected ones. FMD goes through 

different states in livestock. When a susceptible animal is infected, the virus will first undergo 

latent states, the animal will remain in the latent state for a while, unless any disease control 

activity is performed, the animal will move from the latent state to the subclinical infectious 
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state. At this state, the animal will not have any visible sign of sickness. If the disease is detected 

at this stage, the infected animal can undergo pre-emptive slaughter. But if the disease is not 

detected at the subclinical state and any disease control was not performed on the animal, it will 

move to clinically infectious state, this is the main state of the sickness with all symptoms of 

infection appearing. At clinically infectious state, the infected animal can undergo destruction if 

detected or pre-emptive slaughter. If not detected, it will follow natural progression to naturally 

immune state. At this state, the animal has survived the disease and developed immunity against 

the virus. But with time, the infected animal will become susceptible again (Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3-1 States and Transitions simulated by NAADSM 

 
Source: Harvey, N. et al., 2007. 

 

In this study, the NAADSM simulated data is similar to that used in Schroeder et al., (2012). In 

that study the model was developed for 15 different scenarios of Foot-and-Mouth disease 

outbreaks varying by animal health management strategies employed during the simulated 

outbreaks. This study focuses on three specific scenarios among the 15 scenarios in Schroeder et 

al., (2012). The scenarios selected here were Scenarios 2, 12, and 14. The three scenarios were 

selected in order to compare the economic impacts as a result of varying conditions under which 

the disease might be controlled. The three scenarios were all vaccinate-to-die scenarios. 

Vaccinate-to-die is chosen because in the livestock global market, killing infected animals allows 
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the country to regain its entry into international trade more rapidly than a vaccinate-to-live 

condition. 

 

 3.2 NAADSM – The Model 
 

The North American Disease Spread Model (NAADSM) is a computer program that simulates 

spread of highly contagious animal diseases. NAADSM provides researchers, policy makers and 

animal health emergency responders to devise a way to combat or control any unsuspected 

animal disease outbreak like Foot and Mouth Disease and other serious livestock diseases. The 

results from the model can also be used to demonstrate to policy makers the economic impacts of 

an outbreak in a certain region. NAADSM is a stochastic model because there is no specific 

output expected if the model is run several time without changing any factor in the model. This 

occurs as a result of random variables involved in the model, which include the spread of animal 

disease through environment. The movement of animals can also be a factor that cannot remain 

constant in the modeling.   

In setting up the disease model, many factors were pre-determined before running the model. 

These factors include; Scenarios, vaccination strategy, vaccination capacity, vaccination trigger, 

size of Vaccination Zone. 

 

 3.2.1 – Scenarios 
 

In the NAADSM set up, three different scenarios were simulated for use in this study. Each 

scenario represents a certain condition under which an FMD outbreak can occur and the type of 

control performed during the outbreak. Each scenario has 200 runs of NAADSM (replicates).  
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All the runs in each scenario contain the same specified condition, each specified each time the 

model is run on the scenario and output recorded. Since NAADSM is a stochastic model, each 

run output is different from the others. The number of animals culled each day was recorded 

under each run. In this model, the basis of simulation is “unit” which is represented by a group of 

animals. Each unit is determined by other factors like production type, number of animals, point 

location, and a transition state. NAADSM allows the production type to be a single type of 

livestock or mixed species. Single production types can comprise beef cattle only or model 

simulated based on sheep only. Meanwhile, the mixed production type in NAADSM simulation 

can be mixtures of different kinds of livestock. In this study, mixed production types were 

included used in the simulations. The production types included are 1) mixed beef-swine, 2) 

cow-calf, 3) large and small feedlot, 4) dairy, 5) large and small swine, and 6) small ruminant 

(sheep and goats). The number of animals in each unit is assumed to be static i.e., there is less 

movement of animals from one area to another. Though in the model simulation, the animal 

movement is restricted to 30% of pre-outbreak level. The simulation also proceeds in time-step 

of one day. 

There were 151,620 herds defined by point locations (expressed in latitude and longitude), 

production type and herd size (as shown in Table 3-2). This study, like the NBAF (2012), was 

based on 8 states (Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Northern New Mexico, Northern Oklahoma, 

South Dakota, Panhandle of Texas, and Wyoming) that are similar in geographic region (Figure 

3.2). The simulated population was generated based on the data from U.S Department of 

Agriculture National Agriculture Statistic Services -NASS (Schroeder et al., 2012). 
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Figure 3-2 An 8-state outlined region of central U.S. selected for modeling the potential of a 

foot and mouth disease outbreak initiated in a large feedlot in Northeast Colorado 

 

 

 

Source: Sara McReynolds (Veterinary College, Kansas State University), 2013 

The scenarios simulated for various FMD vaccination protocols varied by the following factors: 

1) Vaccinated to live or die: In the NAADSM model, the scenarios were either vaccinated-

to-live or emergency vaccinated-to-die. This study focused on 3 vaccinated-to-die 

scenarios. The difference between the two strategies is that in Vaccinated-to-live, the 

animals were not killed; the infected animals were culled while the whole herd was 

vaccinated and allowed to live. In the vaccinated-to-die situation, the infected herds and 

the surrounding herds yet to be infected were killed after being vaccinated. All animals 

vaccinated to die were depopulated the quarter they were vaccinated. The number of 
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animals depopulated is taken from the NAADSM simulation of an FMD outbreak 

initiated in a Northeast Colorado feedlot. 

2) Vaccination capacity:  The vaccination capacity refers to the number of herds that can 

be vaccinated per day at 22 days and 40 days after the first disease detection. In this 

study, scenarios 12 and 14 have the same vaccination capacity which is 50 herds at the 

first 22 days and 80 herds at 40 days. But scenario two has 5 herds at 22 days and 10 

herds at 40 days. The vaccination capacity is predetermined in the model. 

3) Vaccination trigger: vaccination trigger means the number of herds that are infected 

before an emergency vaccination program is implemented (Schroeder et al., 2012). The 

vaccination trigger used in this study is 10 and 100 herds. It means that in a scenario 

when 10 herds are infected that the emergency vaccination will start while in the other 

scenario it has to reach 100 herds before any emergency vaccination can be implemented. 

The three scenarios in this study have vaccination trigger of 10 herds. 

4) The size of vaccination zone: this is the diameter of the vaccinated region around the 

infected herd measured in kilometers. The vaccination zones were grouped into two, 

either 10 km or 50 km.  In a 10km vaccination zone, only the herds in the 10 km zone are 

vaccinated and others beyond the diameter were not touched. The same goes for the 

50km vaccination zone. Scenario 2 and 12 were both have 10km vaccination zones while 

scenario 14 was has a 50km vaccination zone. 

The day of the first detention of the disease was randomly selected by NAADSM. The 

depopulation capacity was set at 8 herds per day by day 10 and 16 herds per day by day 30 after 

disease detection. 
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The three scenarios focused on in this study are summarized below. They are all 

vaccinated to die scenarios, and all the same vaccination trigger, meaning that the number of 

herds infected has to reach 10 before a vaccination strategy can be implemented. Scenarios 12 

and 14 have the same vaccination capacity: at 22 days of outbreak, 50 herds were vaccinated and 

80 herds vaccinated at 40 days after disease outbreak. Unlike Scenarios 12 and 14, in scenario 2, 

only 5 herds were vaccinated at 22 days and 10 herds at 40 days. Size of vaccination zone is also 

different in scenario 14 with 50km vaccination zone while scenarios 2 and 12 have 10km 

vaccination zone. From the table 3-1 below summarizing the scenario characteristics, it can be 

deducted that only vaccination capacity and size of vaccination zone create differences among 

the scenarios. 

 

Table 3-1 Summary of FMD Outbreak Scenarios 
Scenario Vaccine Strategy1 Vaccination Capacity 

(herds, day 22, day 40)2 
Vaccination Trigger  
(herds)3 

Size of Vaccination 
Zone (Km)4 

2 V2D 5,10 10 10 

12 V2D 50,80 10 10 

14 V2D 50,80 10 50 

 

 3.3 - Data Summaries 
In the animal disease simulation, there were 39.4 million animals grouped into 151,620 

herds. Table 3-2 shows the production type and the numbers of animals in each type including 

the herd sizes used in the epidemiology modeling. The production type in this study includes 

cow-calf, feedlot, swine, and sheep. 

                                                 
1 Vaccine Strategy - vaccinate to die is denoted as V2D - all animals vaccinated are subsequently destroyed 
2 Vaccination Capacity – number of herds vaccinated per day at 22 days and 40 days after first disease detection 
3 Vaccination Trigger – number of herds infected before the vaccination strategy is implem 
4 Size of Vaccination zone – diameter of vaccination zone in kilometers around infected herds. 
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Table 3-2 Summary of Population of Animals and Herds used in NAADSM by Production 

Type 

 
Production Type Animals Herds 

Cow-calf 9,698,630 86,655 

Feedlot-Large (≥3,000 head) 9,147,279 979 

Feedlot-Small (<3,000 head) 7,377,698 25,096 

Dairy 1,062,276 3,232 

Swine-Large (≥1,000 head) 9,227,569 1,071 

Swine-Small (< 1,000 head) 663,465 6,463 

Beef-swine mix 520,283 5,159 

Sheep 1,716,028 22,965 

Total 39,413,228 151,620 

 
Note: In the economic modeling, large and small feedlots were grouped into a single category 

of feedlots; cow-calf and half of mixed swine and beef operations were also grouped into 

cow-calf; and large and small swine and half of mixed swine and beef grouped into swine.  

 Source: Schroeder et al., 2012 

 

Scenario 2 has most of the runs ending within six to nine quarters following the outbreak. 

Approximately 30 of the 200 runs also end in the first quarter. Likewise, Scenario 12 also has a 

long duration with some of the runs lasting for 11 quarters.  Most of Scenario 12 outbreaks lasted 

5 to 9 quarters. Scenario 14 is different because the majority of the runs lasted only 2 quarters 

and averagely between 2 to 3 quarters. 

The epidemiology model simulation of the outbreak of foot and mouth disease was 

repeated 200 times to have data distribution of potential number of animals killed under each 

scenario, and also the duration of the disease. Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 describe how long the 
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foot and mouth disease lasted under scenarios 2, 12, and 14 respectively. Scenario 2 like other 

two scenarios has 200 runs. Under scenario 2 (figure 3-3), the disease lasted 6 to 10 quarters in 

over 80% of the runs simulated. Most runs lasted for 7 quarters. The disease stopped in first 

quarter about 13% of the runs. A quarter is comprised of 90 days, and a year has 4 quarters.  

Also in scenario 12 (figure 3-4), foot and mouth disease lasted between 5 and 10 quarters in 

majority of the runs simulated.  Close to 12% of the runs have the disease contained in the first 

quarter. But in some, very small percentage (less than 3%) of the simulated runs, the disease 

lasted longer, extending to the 11th quarter. Figure 3-5 shows that scenario 14 has less duration 

for which the foot and mouth disease was active. In over 70% of the simulated runs, the disease 

was eradicated before the 5th quarter. The longest duration is 7 quarters, and is in about 2% of 

the simulated runs.  Figure 3-6 put the three scenarios together on the same chart for easy 

comparison 

 

Figure 3-3The distribution of disease duration in quarters across runs in scenario 2 
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Figure 3-4 The distribution of disease duration in quarters across runs in scenario 12 

 
 

Figure 3-5 The distribution of disease duration in quarters across runs in scenario 14 
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Figure 3-6 The distribution of disease duration in quarters across runs in scenario 2,12,and 

14 combined 

 
 

Fewer animals (about 2 million heads at 90th percentile) were depopulated in scenario 14 

relative to the other two scenarios, 12 and 14. Scenario 12 had the highest number of animals 

depopulated, about 24 million head (90th percentile) while scenario 2 had approximately 10 

million animals depopulated. Feedlots had the highest animal depopulations in all the three 

scenarios except scenario 12 where swine had the greatest number of animals depopulated at the 

90th percentile. Sheep also underwent the smallest number of animals depopulated. In the other 

three animal groups, cow-calf, dairy, and swine, there were differences in relative sizes of 

animals depopulated across the three scenarios. In scenario two, at the 90th percentile, 

approximately 46,000, 306,000, and 1 million animals were depopulated in cow-calf, dairy, and 

swine sections, respectively. Approximately 3 million, 1 million, and 11 million animals were 

depopulated in cow-calf, dairy, and swine sections respectively under scenario 12. In scenario 

14, about 8,000, 60,000, and 42,000 were depopulated in cow-calf, dairy, and swine sections 

respectively.  

Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 pictured the distribution of numbers of animals killed in each 

runs under scenario 2, 12, and 14 respectively. In scenario 2 (figure 3-7), most of the runs (over 

70%) lost 8 to 10 million animals. About 25% of the runs have less than 2 million animals 
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vaccinated and killed. Scenario 12 (figure 3-8) had most lost across the runs, the majority of the 

runs lost between 16 million and 30 million animals but close to 10% lost less than 2 million 

animals. The number of animals lost is very low in scenario 14 (figure 3-9) compared to the 

other two scenarios. About 90% of the runs lost below 2 million animals. Only one run lost 

above 4 million animals in scenario 14. Like figure 3-6, figure 3-10 combined the three scenarios 

on a chart for easy comparison among the scenarios. 

 

Figure 3-7 The distribution of number of animals killed across runs in scenario 2 
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Figure 3-8 The distribution of number of animals killed across runs in scenario 12 

 
 

Figure 3-9  The distribution of number of animals killed across runs in scenario 14 
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Figure 3-10 The distribution of number of animals killed across runs in in scenario 2, 3, 

and 14 combined 

 
 

Figures 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13 show numbers of animals killed using scatter plots across 

scenarios 2, 12, and 14 respectively. It is shown in figure 3-11 that most of the runs fall on 

average of 10 million as number of animals killed. Same occurred in scenario 12 (figure 3-12) 

and scenario 14 (figure 3-13) where the runs are concentrated in a region 
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Figure 3-11 Scatter plot of number of animals killed across runs in scenario 2 

 
 

Figure 3-12 Scatter plot of number of animals killed across runs in scenario 12 
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Figure 3-13 Scatter plot of number of animals killed across runs in scenario 14 

 
 

 3.4 - National Animal Disease Spread Model and Equilibrium Displacement 

Model 
In accessing full impact of FMD, economical and physical impacts, the incorporation of 

NAADSM and EDM will gives in detail how the impact is distributed. NAADSM is focused 

mostly on the outbreak of the disease, and also try to see how it is spread, including the best 

mitigation strategies that can be adopted in reducing the number of animal deaths that can results 

from an outbreak.  

FMD is recognized as an economic disease, because the disease does not have effect only 

on the livestock producers, it also has significant effect on both the wholesale and the retail 

sectors of the livestock industry. FMD outbreak even has much bigger effect on the international 

livestock markets. There are policies that govern international trades of livestock and livestock 

products. For instance, in any outbreak of FMD, the type of vaccination strategy and the length 

of the disease duration will affect the international trade of the country of origin of the disease 

outbreak. 

Since NAADSM is mainly focused of the control strategies, incorporation Equilibrium 

Displacement Model will help to determine the mitigation strategies outcome that will be more 

economically efficient to the different market chains (producers, wholesales, and the retailers) 

involve in the livestock business. 
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EDM use the outcomes from the NAADSM and incorporate the demand and supply 

shocks to get the changes in the surplus at different market chains in each livestock industry. It is 

believed that the outbreak of the disease will lead to instant reduction in demand in livestock 

products both domestically and internationally. This reduction in demand supposed to affect the 

prices of animals in both local and international markets. Later on, the destruction of the infected 

animals will lead to reduction in the supply of the animals into the market. This reduction in the 

market supply will raise the market price back up. But the effect of the demand shift is more 

powerful than the effect of the supply shift. In this case, the producers will be more affected. The 

EDM considered both demand and supply shifts. The demand shocks in the EDM model include 

both local and international. The EDM also put into consideration the price elasticities. 

 

Figure 3-14 The combination of National Animal Disease Model and Equilibrium 

Displacement  Model 

 

  

 3.5 - The Equilibrium Displacement Model (EDM) 
In this study, an Equilibrium Displacement Model (EDM) is used to analyze the 

economic welfare effects of the potential outbreak of FMD in the United States livestock market. 

The EDM set up follows Schroeder and Tonsor, (2011). The EDM was designed for three 
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livestock industry sectors: beef, pork, and poultry. FMD does not affect poultry health, but it has 

an indirect economic effect on poultry markets. Poultry is a substitute to beef and pork, so any 

change in price or change in supply of these meat products will affect the poultry industry. 

The beef industry in the EDM has four sectors: retail (which comprises of the 

consumers), wholesale (the processor and packer are included in this sector), slaughter (this is 

the feedlots where the cattle are being fed before they are transferred to the processor/packer), 

and feeder cattle (farm). The pork industry is classified into three marketing chain sectors: retail, 

wholesale, and the slaughter hog. The poultry industry is only grouped into two sectors: retail, 

and wholesale. Demand and supply shocks were developed for all the three livestock species. 

International trade (Demand) was also incorporated since the United States is a major meat and 

poultry exporter. 

In the structural model, which included series of general demand and supply equations, 

subscripts r, w, s, and f represents retail, wholesale, slaughter, and farm market levels 

respectively; subscripts B, K, and Y also represent beef, pork, and poultry respectively. P 

represents price, Q, Z and W represent quantity, demand and supply shifters, respectively. The 

model also captures imports (subscript i) and exports (subscript e) of beef, pork, and poultry. 

Due to the fact that market clearing conditions are imposed requiring demand and supply to be 

equal, superscripts for demand and supply were omitted in equations (1) – (25). 

 

 3.5.1 - Beef Marketing Chain 
1) Retail beef primary demand 

 

2) Retail beef derived supply          

 

3) Wholesale beef derived demand   
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4) Wholesale beef derived supply  

 

5) Imported wholesale beef derived demand   

 

6) Imported wholesale beef derived supply     

 

7) Exported wholesale beef derived demand     

 

8) Slaughter cattle derived demand                   

 

9) Slaughter cattle derived supply 

                        

10) Farm (feeder cattle) derived demand   

                                 

11) Farm (feeder cattle) primary supply      
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 3.5.2 - Pork Marketing Chain 
12) Retail Pork primary demand     

             

13) Retail pork derived supply   

             

14) Wholesale pork derived demand   

                       

15) Wholesale pork derived supply         

 

16) Imported wholesale pork derived demand              

           

17) Imported wholesale pork derived supply           

           

18) Exported wholesale pork derived demand                     

           

19) Slaughter hog derived demand                                     

 

20) Slaughter hog derived supply          
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3.5.3 - Poultry Marketing Chain 

21) Retail Poultry primary demand            

      

22) Retail poultry derived supply        

       

23) Wholesale poultry derived demand              

                  

24) Wholesale poultry derived supply        

                       

25) Exported wholesale poultry derived demand   

     

Variable input proportions are incorporated by allowing production quantities to vary 

across the market levels in the marketing chain. This was done to be in consistent with Schroeder 

and Tonsor (2011) and Wohlgenant (1993). Then I totally differentiated all the equations across 

the three livestock industry, including variable input proportions, and placing all the endogenous 

variables on the left-hand side of each equation and isolating exogenous effects to the right-hand 

side of each equation results in the following EDM. E represents a relative change operator (i.e., 

EQ =d lnQ=dQ/Q);  is the own-price elasticity of meat/species a demand at market level m; 

is the cross-price elasticity of demand for meat a with respect to retail prices of meat b;  is 

the own-price elasticity of meat/species a supply at market level m;  is the percentage change 

in quantity demanded at market level m given a 1% change in quantity demanded at market level 

l;  is the percentage change in quantity supplied at market level m given a 1% change in 

quantity supplied at market level l (Schroeder and Tonsor, 2011) 
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(1*) Retail beef primary demand:    

 
(2*) Retail beef derived supply       

 
(3*) Wholesale beef derived demand          

 
(4*) Wholesale beef derived supply        

 
(5*) Imported wholesale beef derived demand         

 
(6*) Imported wholesale beef derived supply   

 
(7*) Exported wholesale beef derived demand    

 
(8*) Slaughter cattle derived demand     

 
(9*) Slaughter cattle derived supply    

 
 

(10*) Farm (feeder cattle) derived demand   

 
(11*) Farm (feeder cattle) primary supply    
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 3.5.4 - Pork Market Chain 
(12*) Retail pork primary demand:        

 
(13*) Retail pork derived supply       

 
(14*) Wholesale pork derived demand         

 
(15*) Wholesale pork derived supply           

 
(16*) Imported wholesale pork derived demand      

 
(17*) Imported wholesale pork derived supply    

 
(18*) Exported wholesale pork derived demand    

 
(19*) Slaughter hog derived demand     

 
(20*) Slaughter hog derived supply              

 

 3.5.5 - Poultry Marketing Chain 
(21*) Retail poultry primary demand:   

 
(22*) Retail poultry derived supply        

 
(23*) Wholesale poultry derived demand     
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(24*) Wholesale poultry derived supply           

 
(25*) Exported wholesale pork derived demand   

 
 

The model is then expressed in matrix form as RY=Z (Schroeder and Tonsor, 2011). R 

stands for the model matrix parameters (elasticities), Y is the column vector and it represents the 

endogenous changes in prices and quantities relative to initial equilibrium, and Z is a column 

vector of percentage changes associated with the occurrence of an FMD outbreak. The model 

also defined proportional changes in equilibrium prices and quantities for each evaluated market 

level in response to the exogenous changes due to the FMD outbreak. The proportional changes 

are represented below: 

(26*)                                                          Y=R-1Z 

Producer surplus is used to measure the net economic impact of FMD outbreak in the 

three scenarios. The changes that occur in both consumer and producer surplus due to the FMD 

outbreak can be calculated in terms of changes in prices and quantities and can be represented by 

the EDM as the two equations below: 

 

(27*)                              
In the above equation, producer surplus is denoted PS (Lusk and Anderson, 2004, 

Schroeder and Tonsor, 2011). The superscript m denotes the market level and subscript a denotes 

the industry/species evaluated (i.e., beef, pork, or poultry).  

Change in total producer surplus is the sum of the change in producer surplus from each 

market level for a species, 

. 
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Similarly, total changes in meat industry producer is given by 

 
Solutions to equation (26) require elasticity estimates for the matrix of parameters (R). 

Identifying these estimates by econometrically estimating structural supply and demand 

equations for the 25-equation EDM is very difficult to accomplish. As in most EDM 

applications, direct estimation of elasticities is prohibited by the large number of equations and 

by identification problems in jointly estimating supply and demand relationships (Brester, 

Marsh, and Atwood, 2004; Schroeder and Tonsor, 2011). 

To capture the dynamic nature of adjustments to livestock and meat markets after the 

FMD outbreak, the model was simulated quarterly for forty consecutive quarters. Consistent with 

historical beef cattle cycles, we assume that it takes the marketplace ten years to fully adjust 

from short run to long-run relationships (Schroeder and Tonsor, 2011). Ten years of market 

effects were simulated by linearly adjusting all elasticities between short-run (year 1) and long-

run (year 10) using elasticity estimates employed by Pendell et al. (2010). Supply and Demand 

Elasticity Definitions, and Estimates and quantity transmission elasticities are summarized in 

tables 3-3 and 3-4. Similarly, base price and quantity values are necessary to estimate surplus 

calculations. The market price and quantity values are summarized in table 3-5. Each reflects 

annual average values for calendar year 2011 as reported by the Livestock Marketing 

Information Center (LMIC). 

The economic impacts are simulated over a 40 quarter period starting from 1st quarter of 

2009 through the 4th quarter 2018. All the parameters used are the updated information as 

defined by (Schroeder and Tonsor, 2011) which include supply and demand elasticity estimates, 

Quantity Transmission Elasticity Estimates, and Price and Quantity Estimates. 
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Table 3-3 Supply and Demand Elasticity Definitions and Estimates 

Definition  Short-run 
Estimate 

Long-Run 
Estimate 

Own-price elasticity of demand for retail beef  -0.86 1.17 
Own-price elasticity of supply for retail beef  0.36 4.62 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale beef -0.58 -0.94 
Own-price elasticity of supply for wholesale beef  0.28 3.43 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale beef imports  -0.58 -0.94 
Own-price elasticity of supply for wholesale beef imports  1.83 10.00 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale beef exports  -0.42 -3.00 
Own-price elasticity of demand for slaughter cattle  -0.40 -0.53 
Own-price elasticity of supply for slaughter cattle  0.26 3.24 
Own-price elasticity of demand for feeder cattle  -0.14 -0.75 
Own-price elasticity of supply for feeder cattle  0.22 2.82 
Cross-price elasticity of demand for retail beef with respect to the 
price of  retail pork  

 
0.10 

 
0.10 

Cross-price elasticity of demand for retail beef with  respect to the 
price of retail poultry 

 
0.05 

 
0.05 

Own-price elasticity of demand for retail pork  -0.69 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of supply for retail pork  0.73 3.87 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale pork  -0.71 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of supply for wholesale pork  0.44 1.94 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale pork imports  -0.71 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of supply for wholesale pork imports  1.41 10.00 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale pork exports  -0.89 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of demand for slaughter hogs  -0.51 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of supply for slaughter hogs  0.41 1.80 
Cross-price elasticity of demand for retail pork with respect to the 
price of retail beef  

 
0.18 

 
0.18 

Cross-price elasticity of demand for retail pork with respect to the 
price of retail poultry 

 
0.02 

 
0.02 

Own-price elasticity of demand for retail poultry  -0.29 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of supply for retail poultry  0.18 13.10 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale poultry  -0.22 -1.00 
Own-price elasticity of supply for wholesale poultry  0.14 14.00 
Own-price elasticity of demand for wholesale poultry exports  -0.31 -1.00 
Cross-price elasticity of demand for retail poultry with respect to 
the price of retail beef 

 
0.18 

 
0.18 

Cross-price elasticity of demand for retail poultry with respect to 
the price of retail pork 

 
0.04 

 
0.04 

Note: All supply and demand elasticities estimates correspond to those used by Schroeder and Tonsor 

(2011) and     Pendell et al. (2010) assumptions. Short-run and long-run refer to quarters one and ten, respectively. 
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Table 3-4 Quantity Transmission Elasticity Definitions and Estimates 

Definition            Estimate 

Percentage change in retail beef supply given a 1% change in wholesale beef supply                        0.771 
Percentage change in wholesale beef supply given a 1% change in slaughter cattle supply 0.909 
Percentage change in slaughter cattle supply given a 1% change in feeder cattle supply  1.07 
Percentage change in wholesale beef demand given a 1% change in retail beef demand  0.995 
Percentage change in slaughter cattle demand given a 1% change in wholesale beef 
demand 

1.09 

Percentage change in feeder cattle demand given a 1% change in slaughter cattle 
demand  

0.957 

Percentage change in retail pork supply given a 1% change in wholesale pork supply 0.962 
Percentage change in wholesale pork supply given a 1% change in slaughter hogs supply  0.963 
Percentage change in retail pork supply given a 1% change in wholesale pork supply 0.962 
Percentage change in slaughter hogs demand given a 1% change in wholesale pork 
demand 

0.961 

Percentage change in retail poultry supply given a 1% change in wholesale poultry supply 0.806 
Percentage change in retail poultry supply given a 1% change in wholesale poultry supply 1.035 

Note: all values equal to NAIS Ben-Cost; Pendell et al. AJAE assumptions 
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Table 3-5 Price and Quantity Definitions and Estimates 

Definition                            Estimate 

Quantity of retail beef, billion pounds (retail weight) 17.948 
Quantity of wholesale beef, billion pounds (carcass weight)  26.199 
Quantity of beef obtained from slaughter cattle, billion pounds (live weight)  43.284 
Quantity of wholesale beef imports, billion pounds (carcass weight) 2.056 
Quantity of wholesale beef exports, billion pounds (carcass weight)  2.788 
Quantity of beef obtained from feeder cattle, billion pounds (live weight)  27.791 
Price of retail (Choice) beef, cents per pound  482.717 
Price of wholesale (Choice) beef, cents per pound    180.03 
Price of wholesale beef imports, cents per pound    191.998 
Price of slaughter cattle, $/cwt (live weight)   114.74 
Price of feeder cattle, $/cwt   135.04 
Quantity of retail pork, billion pounds (retail weight)    13.459 
Quantity of wholesale pork, billion pounds (carcass weight)  22.556 
Quantity of pork obtained from slaughter hogs, billion pounds (live weight)  30.143 
Quantity of wholesale pork imports, billion pounds (carcass weight)  0.803 
Quantity of wholesale pork exports, billion pounds (carcass weight)  5.193 
Price of retail pork cents per pound    343.35 
Price of wholesale pork, cents per pound 93.8 
Price of wholesale pork imports, cents per pound   58.974 
Price of slaughter hogs, $/cwt (live weight) 65.235 
Quantity of retail poultry, billion pounds (retail weight) 25.904 
Quantity of wholesale poultry, billion pounds (carcass weight)  47.814 
Quantity of wholesale poultry exports, billion pounds (carcass weight)  6.991 
Price of retail poultry, cents per pound  176.6 
Price of wholesale poultry, cents per pound  82.48 

Note: All quantity and price values are based on 2011 annual average as obtained from the  Livestock 

Marketing Information Center 
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 3.6.0 Other assumptions in the equilibrium Displacement Model 

 3.6.1 - 2011 prices and quantities: 
1. Cow-herd losses: one-half are cows; one half are equally split steers and heifers 

2. Swine losses are valued as 10% sows and 90% market hog losses 

3. Dairy losses are all dairy cow losses 

 3.6.2 - Losses at the slaughter cattle level: 
1. Beef Cows (1/2 of beef cows) head * 12.80cwt * $114.74/cwt = VALUE LOSS 

2. Dairy cows head * 12.80 cwt * $114.74/cwt          = VALUE LOSS 

3. Fed cattle head * 12.80 cwt * $114.74/cwt         = VALUE LOSS______ 

Sum Total Slaughter Cattle loss          = SUM of the LOSSES 

 3.6.3 - Losses at feeder cattle level: 
1. ½ of beef cows head * 5.50 cwt * $135.04/cwt        = VALUE LOSS 

 3.6.4 - Losses at Swine level: 
1. Swine head * 2.74 cwt * $65.238/cwt          = VALUE LOSS 

 3.6.5 - Market Demand Assumptions: 
1. Domestic demand – Even though FMD has not proven to be zoonotic, consumers may 

have concerns about outbreak of any disease. This kind of perception towards food and 

health safety by domestic consumers could impact domestic demand of livestock 

products in case of any outbreak of FMD. The same rule was used recently in NBAF 

(2012) with outbreaks that last only a quarter with the demand shock being a 5% 

reduction that quarter and 2.5% the next on beef and pork but 2.5% for dairy products 

reducing to 0% the second quarter. For outbreaks that last more than a quarter, go 10% 

reduction in meat demands for each quarter of outbreak (5% for dairy products) then go 

to 5% for meat (2.5 for dairy) first quarter after outbreak and 2.5% meat (0% dairy) 

second quarter after outbreak. 

2. Export market- Since the international trade is a very important part of US livestock 

markets, international trade is evaluated by allowing for export market bans on livestock 

and meat products. This study used the same rules used in NBAF. With a 95% reduction 
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in trade from start of outbreak until the first quarter where there is no outbreak, then 

decrease to 85%, 70%, 50%, 40%, 30%, 10%, and 5% through subsequent quarters. 

Supply – In vaccinated to die scenarios, animals infected by FMD virus were depopulated 

immediately after vaccination. The numbers of animals depopulated were taken from NAADSM 

simulations. The animals killed were converted to percentage changes in supply and incorporated 

into the economic model. 
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Chapter 4 - RESULTS 

The results were grouped into different categories comprised of the beef, pork, and 

poultry sectors. The combined result of the three scenarios is presented in Table 4-1 below. The 

result show the average economic impact experienced at each market chain across the three 

scenarios. The result is presented in mean value, our main focus is to know the distribution of the 

economic impact. The mean/median values reported by most researchers do not actually show 

how the outcomes are distributed. In some cases, there may be outliers that will make the 

economic impact distribution to be skewed. In situation of a skewed distribution, it means that 

the outcomes were not normally distributed, and the mean or median value cannot be used in 

measuring the economic impact. The result in Table 4-1 is in million dollars. Those negative 

values means there is loss to the surplus while positive value means that there is gain to the 

surplus. In the table, the producers’ surpluses were presented differently for the three livestock 

industries. The producers’ surpluses were also differentiated into different market levels. The 

beef industry has four market chains which include; retailer, wholesale, slaughter, and feeders. 

But in the pork sector, it has only three market chains comprised of retailer, wholesale, and 

slaughter hog. There are only two market chains in the poultry market, retailer and wholesale. 

The consumer surplus was presented for the whole meat industry under each scenario. The net 

surplus is also included. 
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Table 4-1 The result (mean values) of the three scenarios (2, 12, and 14) across all the 

market chain level in million dollars 

Scenario Number Scenario 2  Scenario 12  Scenario 14 
      
NPV - Retailer Beef PS:  1,407   1,921      653 

NPV - Wholesale Beef PS:  1,526   1,988      707 

NPV - Slaughter Cattle PS: -1,339  -1,616     -764 

NPV - Feeder Cattle PS: -2,770  -3,445  -1,457 

      
NPV - Retailer Pork PS: -225  -180  -173 

NPV - Wholesale Pork PS: -149  -147  -104 

NPV - Slaughter Hog PS: -292  -285  -190 

      
NPV - Retailer Poultry PS: 30.78  44.65  13.52 

NPV - Wholesale Poultry PS:  -0.00   -0.00   -0.00 

      
NPV - Beef Ind. PS: -1,177  -1152  -861 

NPV - Pork Ind. PS:    -666    -612  -467 

NPV - Poultry Ind. PS:  30.78  44.58  13.52 

      
Net producer Surplus -1,812  -1,719  -1,315 

 

Beef: The result shows that in the beef industry, most losses occur at the slaughter cattle 

and feeder cattle level. The retailers and the wholesalers enjoyed incremental gains in their 

surplus. The greatest loss occurred in scenario 12 at the feeder cattle level. The feeder cattle 

experienced about 3.4 billion dollars reduction in income compared to scenario 2 and 14 with 

about 2.8 billion and 1.5 billion dollars losses respectively. In other words, the wholesale Beef 

and Retail beef section experienced the highest incremental welfare gain. Each of the two sectors 

had about 2 billion dollars gain in welfare. 

Pork: Unlike the beef industry, the pork industry suffers surplus losses at each market 

sector. The greatest loss occurred in the slaughter hog sector followed by the retail level. 

Scenario 2 experienced the greatest welfare loss in all the three marketing chains under the pork 

industry.  
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Poultry: The poultry industry only contains two marketing chains; retail and wholesale. 

The effect of Foot-and-mouth disease outbreak on the poultry industry is negligible at the 

wholesale level. The retail level experienced a gain in surplus. Scenario 12 had the highest gain 

with about 44 million dollars added to welfare, followed by scenario 2 with gain of 

approximately 31 million dollars. Scenario 14 has the least gain amounting to 13.5 million 

dollars.  

All the three scenarios had huge loss in the total producer surplus but the highest loss 

occurred under scenario 2, scenario 14 had the smallest loss in producer surplus.  

Consumer surplus: Consumer surpluses are reduced in all the three livestock industries, 

except in scenario 14 at the pork industry. In scenario 14, consumers experienced gain in surplus 

amounting to approximately 12 million dollars. Scenario 12 had the largest loss in all the three 

livestock industry. When putting the net consumer loss in the meat industry together, the three 

livestock industries underwent loss in consumer surplus. Scenario 12 lost about 2.7 billion in 

total consumer surplus followed by scenario 2 with lost aggregate of about 2.1 billion dollars. 

Just like the producer surplus, scenario 14 also had the smallest loss in the consumer surplus, it 

only lost 950 million dollars.  

Going through the outcome under the three scenarios, the loss to consumer surplus is 

higher than that of the producer surplus except in scenario 14 that has greater loss to the producer 

surplus than the consumer surplus. 

 4.1 - Graphical representation of the welfare distribution 
In order to be able to relate the losses at each marketing chain within the three different 

livestock industries, a Normal curve with a Histogram is used to see the distribution of the effect 

on consumer surplus in each scenario. These distribution curves can also help the decision 

makers to easily compare the scenario within and among livestock industries.  

 

 4.1.1 - Beef industry 
The normal distribution curve/ bell curve give detail on how the outcome of each 

scenario is distributed. It also allows us to see if there is any outlier in the data. In the beef sector, 

the distribution of producer surplus is different across the three scenarios (2, 12 and 14). Both 

scenario 2 and 14 are positively skewed while scenario 12 distribution is negatively skewed. The 
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curves showed that the three scenarios have very low probability (p <0.00003) of not 

experiencing loss, that is, zero loss or positive gain to the producer surplus. But the rate of loss is 

different across the three scenarios. Putting the loss level at $1 billion scenario 2 has the greatest 

probability of losing more than $1 billion than the other two scenarios (12 and 14). Scenario 12 

(figure 4-2) has a 0.78 probability of losing more than $1 billion in surplus to the producer, while 

scenarios 2 and 14 chances of losing more than $1billion to the producer surplus are  0.71 and 

0.14  respectively. Scenarios 12 and 2 are close in the size risk of loss they possess to the 

producers. The outcome is not normally distributed, we cannot use the mean and the standard 

normal deviation from the mean to predict future outcome in all the three scenarios. But using 

confidence interval gotten from the outcome data directly, Scenario 14 is better than both 

scenario 2 and 12. In other words, if the scenario is repeated several times, there is 95% 

confidence of having the loss to the producer surplus to fall between $602 million to $1.44 

billion, $601 million to $1.442 billion, and $603 million to $1.023 billion, for scenario 2, 12, and 

14 respectively. In figure 4-1, the curve showed that there are outliers in the data outcome. Also 

in scenario 14 (figure 4-3), but the outliers in scenario 14 are not far from mean like scenario 2. 

All the three curves are not normally distributed under Shapiro-Wilk test for normality 

(p<0.0001). The outcome data in Scenario 2 is more spread from the mean than other two 

scenarios. Scenario 14 has the most of its outcome close to the mean value. Since the distribution 

is not normally distributed in the three scenarios, this shows the fact that it is inaccurate to make 

decision solely on the mean and the standard deviation values. For instance, in Scenario 2, there 

were lots of outliers (about 15%) which definitely had effect on  outcome of the mean and 

median value. In case of an outbreak and scenario 2 strategy is adopted, there is very high chance 

of outcome may fall between $500 million to $700 million loss to the producer surplus, whereas 

the average loss to the producer surplus was $1.2 billion dollars from the outcome data. This 

shows that it will be very difficult to conclude with the mean value. From the three curves, it 

shows the best strategy that will be more beneficial to the beef producer is the scenario 14, under 

which the vaccination trigger is 10, 50 km vaccination zone, and  50, 80 vaccination capacity at 

22 and 40 days respectively. 
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Figure 4-1 The normal distribution curve with Histogram of beef producer surplus under 

Scenario 2 

 
In Scenario 2, the beef industry has an average of $1.177billion loss to the producer. The median loss stood 

at $1.24 billion. Across the 200 runs, the highest loss was $1.5 billion and lowest loss $434 million which put the 

range in losses to stand at $1.065 billion 
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Figure 4-2 The normal distribution curve with Histogram of beef producer surplus under 

Scenario 12 

 
The beef industry, under Scenario 12 acquired an average of $1.152billion loss to the producer. The median 

loss stood at $1.209 billion. Also check across the 200 runs, the highest loss was $2.858 billion and lowest loss $269 

million which put the range in losses to stand at $2.589 billion. 
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Figure 4-3 The normal distribution curve with Histogram of beef producer surplus under 

Scenario 14 

 
The beef industry, under Scenario 14 has an average of $862million loss to the producer. The median loss 

stood at $872 million. Across the 200 runs, the highest loss was $1.118 billion and lowest loss $0.000 million which 

put the range in losses to stand at $1.118 billion. 

 

From the distribution shown above, it showed that the major difference is in Scenario 14, 

scenario 2 and 12 are similar under in the loss to the beef producer surplus. Scenario 12 and 14 

have the same vaccination capacities, but different in vaccination zone area. In order words, 

scenario 2 and 12 also have size of vaccination zone in common, but differ in the vaccination 

capacity. The result showed that the vaccination capacity does not have strong impact in 

determining the best mitigation strategy to employed in case of any outbreak. Since scenario 14 

is differ from the two other scenarios in size of vaccination zone (scenario 14 is 50 km while 

scenario 2 and 12 is 10km), and there is major difference in the outcome from scenario 14 to the 

two other scenarios, it means size of vaccination zone is very important in reducing the loss to 

the beef producer surplus. Scenario 12 is slightly better than scenario 2 when the probability of 

loss to occur is increased. For instance, probability that the beef producer surplus will lose more 

than $1.25 billion is 0.48 for scenario 2 while is 0.38 for scenario 12, but less than 0.005 for 
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scenario 14. We can also say that the probability that greater loss will occur in both scenarios 2 

and 12 than scenario 14 is high. Table 4-2 below summarized the probability at the two different 

loss level we used above.  

 

Table 4-2 The probability of loss occurrence at different levels across scenario 2, 12, and 14 

 SCENARIOS 
Loss Probability 2 12 14 
P(Loss > $1.00billion) 0.86 0.84 0.1 
P(Loss > $1.25billion) 0.48 0.38 <0.005 

 

 4.1.2 - Pork industry 
Just like what the distribution of impact look like in the beef producer surplus, Figure 4-

4, figure 4-5, and figure 4-6 show the distribution of economic impact FMD outbreak on the pork 

producer surplus under scenario 2, 12, and 14 respectively. The bell shape in scenario 2 is highly 

positively skewed, most of the data are towards the left side of the bell curve, but scenario 12 in 

figure 4-4 is slightly positively skewed. The outcome data in scenario 14 is symmetrically 

distributed, this makes most of the data to be close to the mean ($467 million), also indicate very 

low deviation ($92 million) from the average loss. There is very high chance of loss under 

scenario 2 than the two other scenarios. In scenario 2, chance of having more than $1billion loss 

to the producer’s surplus is 10.72%. But the chance is very low in Scenario 12 and 14 with 

0.55% and less than 0.003% respectively. To find the Scenario that is can be refer to best 

mitigation strategy to the pork producer, the chance of having more than $500 million loss to the 

pork producer surplus was put into consideration. Distribution in figure 4-4 shows that using the 

mitigation strategy in Scenario 2, the pork producers will have 87.40 % chance of losing more 

than $500 million to their surplus. Figure 4-5 indicates the loss of more than $500 million to the 

pork producer surplus stands at 0.77 probability. Scenario 14, just like in the beef section seems 

to be the mitigation strategy to the pork producers because it has low probability of loss more 

than $500 million occurring.  
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Figure 4-4 The normal distribution curve with Histogram of pork producer surplus under 

Scenario 2 

 
The Pork industry, under Scenario 2 has an average of $666 million loss to the producer. The 

median loss stood at $693 million. Across the 200 runs, the highest loss was $916 million and highest 

gain $91 million which put the range between highest loss and top gainer to be $1.007 billion 

 

Figure 4-5 The normal distribution curve with histogram of pork producer surplus under 

Scenario 12 

 
The Pork industry, under Scenario 12 has an average of $612 million loss to the producer. The 

median loss stood at $621 million. Across the 200 runs, the highest loss was $964 million and highest 
gain $139 million which put the range between highest loss and top gainer to be $1.103 billion 
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Figure 4-6 The normal distribution curve with histogram of pork producer surplus under 

Scenario 14 

 
The Pork industry, under Scenario 14 has an average of $467 million loss to the producer. The median loss 

stood at $432 million. Across the 200 runs, the highest loss was $917 million and highest gain $0.000 million which 
put the range between highest loss and top gainer to be $917 million 

 

 4.1.3 - Poultry industry 
Since Foot and Mouth Disease only affect ruminant animals. In case of any outbreak of 

the disease, poultry stand as immediate substitute to both pork and beef. It is expected that the 

supply of beef and pork will reduce, and consumer will prefer to shift to their demand on poultry 

product. The poultry price is expected to increase and also lead to increase in the surplus to the 

poultry producers.  

Figure 4-7, figure 4-8 and figure 4-9 shows how the impact on the surplus from 200 runs 

in each scenario is distributed across scenario 2, 12, and 14 respectively. In the three distribution 

curves, it shows that the chance of a poultry producer losing part of his surplus is very low; 

rather, there is high chance of gaining. Scenarios 12 and 14 have high probability of gaining 

more in the surplus which stand at 98.9% and 99.11% for scenario 12 and 14 respectively. 

Distributions in scenario 2 and 12 have outliers which make both distributions to be highly 

skewed to the left (negatively skewed). Scenario 14 outcomes are symmetrically distributed. 

From another statistical view, if there is an outbreak of FMD with these mitigation strategies in 
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place, the chance for the gain to be between $3.26 million and $58.30million is 95% in scenario 

2. Also at 95% confidence interval, the gain to poultry producer surplus in scenario will fall 

between $5.7million and $83.45million. The gain will be between $2.14 million and $24.91 

million for scenario 14 also at 95% confidence interval.  

Across the three livestock industries, producer surplus suffer most lost under scenario 2, 

while the least loss was under scenario 14. In all the industries, scenario 2 and 12 outcome are 

similar. But scenario 14 is much different from the others. But the gain to the poultry producer 

surplus is lowest in scenario 14. As expected, the more the loss in beef and pork sectors due to an 

FMD outbreak, the more the gain in the surplus to the poultry producers. From the outcome, the 

indirect impact of FMD on the producer surplus in the poultry sector is not as large as the direct 

impact on the producers’ surplus in both beef and pork sectors.  

 

Figure 4-7 The normal distribution curve with histogram of poultry producer surplus 

under Scenario 2 

 
The Poultry industry, under Scenario 2 has an average of $30.8 million in gain to the producer. The median 

gain stood at $33 million. Across the 200 runs, the lowest gain was $0.77 million and highest gain $56 million 
which put the range between lowest and top gainer to be $55 million 
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Figure 4-8 The normal distribution curve with histogram of poultry producer surplus 

under Scenario 12 

 
The Poultry industry, under Scenario 12 has an average of $44.6 million in gain to the producer. 

The median gain stood at $48 million. Across the 200 runs, the lowest gain was $158,000 and highest 
gain $75.74 million which put the range between lowest and top gainer to be $75.73 million 

 

Figure 4-9 The normal distribution curve with histogram of poultry producer surplus 

under Scenario 14 

 
The Poultry industry, under Scenario 14 has an average of $13.52 million in gain to the producer. The 

median gain stood at $13.50 million. Across the 200 runs, the lowest gain was $0.000 million and highest gain 
$32.45 million which put the range between lowest and top gainer to be $32.45 million. 
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 4.1.4 - Producer surplus all meat industry 
Measuring the welfare impact on producer surplus in the livestock industry as a whole is 

very important. The distribution curves in figure 4-10, figure 4-11 and figure 4-12 shows the 

how the outcome of 200 runs of impacts are being distributed in each scenario. In the distribution 

curves, as it is shown in figure 4-10 have outliers that are little bit far from the mean. This makes 

the curve to be highly positively skewed. Scenario 12 (figure 4-11) has the less skewed curve 

towards the right. Scenario 14 is also positively skewed. The probability of observing any 

outcome with no loss to the producer surplus is very low (p<.003%) for all the three scenarios. 

To determine the Scenario that is more economically beneficial among the three different 

scenarios, if we put the loss level on $2 billion, scenario 2 has the highest risk of losing more 

than $2billion to the producers’ surplus at probability of 0.299 compare to Scenario 12 that stand 

at 0.229, while Scenario 14 has the lowest risk of losing more than $2 billion at 0.0004 

probability level. But the probabilities increased if the loss level is put at $1 billion. Scenario 2, 

12, and 14 have 99.04%,  96.99%, and 93.94% respectively as chances of losing more than $1 

billion to the producers’ surplus in the meat industry. 

 

Figure 4-10 The normal distribution curve with histogram of Producer surplus for all meat 

industry under Scenario 2 

 
The Meat industry, under Scenario 2 has an average of $1.812 billion as total loss to the producer. The 

median total loss stood at $1.921 billion. Across the 200 runs, the lowest total loss in meat industry to the producers 
recorded was $714.955 million and highest is $2.244 billion which put the range of loss at $1.529 billion 
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Figure 4-11 The normal distribution curve with histogram of Producer surplus for all meat 

industry under Scenario 12 

 
The Meat industry, under Scenario 12 has an average of $1.719 billion as total loss to the producer. The 

median total loss stood at $1.792 billion. Across the 200 runs, the lowest total loss in meat industry to the producers 
recorded was $188.664 million and highest is $3.574 billion which put the range of loss at $3.385 billion 

 
Figure 4-12 The normal distribution curve with histogram of Producer surplus for all meat 

industry under Scenario 14 

 
The Meat industry, under Scenario 14 has an average of $1.316 billion as total loss to the producer. The 

median total loss stood at $1.271 billion. Across the 200 runs, the lowest total loss in meat industry to the producers 
recorded was $0.000 million and highest is $2.014 billion which put the range of loss at $2.014 billion 
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 4.2 Effect of FMD outbreak on equilibrium prices 
In evaluation of the effects of an FMD outbreak on consumers, generally consumer 

surplus is measured in the similar way as was producer surplus.  However, in this particular 

application where beef and pork demand are each shifting exogenously and beef, pork, and 

poultry are demand substitutes, direct consumer surplus measures from each sector will not be 

measured correctly using the same direct approach as was done for producer surplus (e.g., see 

Thurman, 1991).  Thus, here instead of measuring consumer surplus changes associated with an 

FMB outbreak, distributions of retail price changes (as well as farm price changes) are examined 

to infer how domestic consumers would be impacted. 

 

 4.2.1 Effect of FMD Outbreak on Retail Beef Prices 
Retail beef price outcomes from each FMD outbreak scenario are not normally 

distributed.  In Scenario 2 (Figure 4-13), about 18 percent experienced between 0.1 to 0.3 

percent increases in prices while the majority of the runs realized percentage increase between 

1.10% to 2.9%. As such, using mean values to check the economic impact of FMD under 

Scenario 2 will not give representative results of central tendency. It will also be difficult to 

predict price outcomes under Scenario 2 because of the outliers. Overall, consumers would 

expect to realize price increases in the 1 to 3% range under this scenario. Scenario 12 (Figure 4-

14) is less spread compared to Scenario 2. The price is also increased in this Scenario. The 

percentage increase in prices is between 1.6 to 2.8 percent. 

Under Scenario 14 (Figure 4-15), the increased in retail price of beef is between 0.1 to 

1.1 percent. The outcome data is also negatively skewed, meaning is not normally distributed.  

Clearly, consumers would strongly prefer scenario 14 where they would most likely realize the 

lowest retail price increases for beef, ceteris paribus. 
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Figure 4-13 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in beef industry 

under Scenario 2 

 
 

Figure 4-14 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in beef industry 

under Scenario 12 
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Figure 4-15 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in beef industry 

under Scenario 14 

 
 

 4.2.2 Effect of FMD outbreak Retail Pork prices 
The outcomes across the 200 runs under Scenario 2 are widely spread with a larger tail. 

In the pork sector, there is a reduction in the prices of pork at the retail level. This may be due to 

the fact that pork is a substitute to beef and there would be relatively more pork on the domestic 

market due to export market closures. The range of reduction in prices under scenario 2 (Figure 

4-16) is wider than that of scenario 12 (Figure 4-17). The reduction in prices falls between 0.20 

to 0.50 percent and 0.26 to 0.50 percent in scenario 2 and 12 respectively. Scenario 14 outcome 

distribution is less skewed compare to both scenarios 2 and 12. Though Scenario 14 is 

negatively, as shown in Figure 4-18, but the percentage reduction in prices is between 0.20 to 

0.46 percent.  
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Figure 4-16 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in pork industry 

under Scenario 2 

 
 

Figure 4-17 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in pork industry 

under Scenario 12 
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Figure 4-18 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in pork industry 

under Scenario 14 

 
 

 4.2.3 Effect of FMD outbreak Retail Poultry prices 
Changes in the equilibrium prices bring about the changes in the surplus at each market 

level. The EDM output shows that the outbreak of FMD causes little change in the prices of 

poultry. In Scenario 2, the changes range between 0.01 percent reduction in price and 0.05 

percent increase in prices of poultry. The outcome is not normally distributed.  Scenario 12 with 

50 and 80 herds vaccination capacity at 22 and 40 days respectively is more spread than Scenario 

2 with 5 and 8 herds vaccination capacity at 22 and 40 days respectively. The increase in prices 

in Scenario 12 falls between 0.05 and 0.15 percent. The outcome in Scenario 14 also has outliers, 

but it is less spread compare to outcomes in Scenario 2 (Figure 4-19) and 12 (Figure 4-20). There 

is also increase to the retail prices of poultry under Scenario 14, but very small in comparison 

with outcome in Scenarios 2 and 12.  

Scenario 14 involves a very intensive control strategy to reduce economic losses to FMD, 

Figure 4-21 shows that the loss at farm level is reduced. The reduced loss in the farm level will 

only lead to small effect on the poultry industry, which is close substitute to both beef and pork. 
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Figure 4-19 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in poultry industry 

under Scenario 2 

 
 

Figure 4-20 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in poultry industry 

under Scenario 12 
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Figure 4-21 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the retail level in poultry industry 

under Scenario 14 

 
 

 

 4.2.4 Effect of FMD Outbreak on Farm Beef Prices 
Scenario 2 experienced a large reduction in the prices of cattle at the farm level. The 

outcome is widely spread (Figure 4-22) which will make it difficult to predict possible outcomes 

of impact of FMD on the farm beef prices if Scenario 2 is employed as the mitigation strategy. 

The reduction in price of beef at farm level ranges from 4 to 9 percent, but there a lot of outliers 

as prices decrease between 1 to 3 percent. Scenario 12 (Figure 4-23) outcomes are less spread 

(compared to Scenario 2) but negatively skewed. There is a large decrease in price under 

Scenario 12, where prices would decline by 6 to 12 percent, but most of the outcomes are closer 

to the mean than those under Scenario 2. It will be easier to predict outcomes in Scenario 12 than 

in Scenario 2. Scenarios 2 and 12 have vaccination trigger (10 herds), and vaccination zone (10 

km2) in common, but differ in vaccination capacity which is 5 herds and 8 herds at 22 days and 

40 days respectively for Scenario 2. The vaccination capacity for Scenario 12 is 50herds and 80 

herds at 22 days and 40 days respectively.  
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Figure 4-24, shows that Scenario 14 is the best mitigation strategy among the three 

Scenarios in this study.  The decreases in prices at Farm level are lowest in Scenario 14 

compared to reduction in prices under Scenario 2 and 12. The decreases in prices of Farm beef 

under Scenario 14 are between 1 to 5 percent. The distribution of percentage changes in prices 

under Scenario 14 has smaller tail, and most values are close to the mean value. Scenario 14 is 

differ from Scenarios 2 and 12 by the Vaccination Zone area (50km2) but have vaccination 

capacity in common with Scenario 2, also vaccination trigger in common with both Scenarios 2 

and 12. The large vaccination zonebrings about less negative impacts of FMD outbreak on the 

Farm beef prices. 

 

Figure 4-22 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the farm level in beef industry 

under Scenario 2 
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Figure 4-23 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the farm level in beef industry 

under Scenario 12 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4-24 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the farm level in beef industry 

under Scenario 14 
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 4.2.5 Effect of FMD outbreak on Farm Slaughter hog prices 
The impact of FMD is larger in the beef industry than pork industry. There is not much 

difference in the impact on slaughter hog prices among the three Scenarios. Scenarios 2 and 12 

(Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26  respectively) are similar in the decrease in prices, which range 

from 0.5 to 1.7 percent in Scenario 2 and between 0.7 to 1.9 percent in Scenario 12. Scenario 14 

(Figure 2-27) is better than both Scenarios 2 and 12 on the effect of the FMD outbreak on 

slaughter hog prices. Price decreases by 0.5 to 1.3 percent under Scenario 14. Despite the fact 

that Scenario 14 is negatively skewed, it is less skewed compared to Scenarios 2 and 12 

 

Figure 4-25 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the slaughter hog level in pork 

industry under Scenario 2 
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Figure 4-26 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the slaughter hog level in pork 

industry under Scenario 12 

 
 

Figure 4-27 Effect of FMD on the equilibrium prices at the slaughter hog level in pork 

industry under Scenario 14 
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Figure 4-28 The demand and supply curves of impact of FMD outbreak on equilibrium 

prices at Retail and Farm level 

 
 

Figure 4-28 is a simple illustration of the impact of FMD outbreak on the retail and farm 

market. The outbreak of FMD will lead to slight reduction in demand for beef at the retail level. 

The demand curve shifted from DR-0 to DR-1.  Because of the slight decrease reduction in the 

demand will make the retailer to reduce its demand for beef, the reduction in retailer demand for 

beef can be measure by the shift in retailer supply curve from SR-0   to SR-1 . Since the shift in 

supply at retailer level is bigger that the shift in demand at the retailer level. This will make the 

equilibrium price of beef at retail level increase from PR-0  to PR-1 .  

On the farm level, since Retailers demand less beef, the demand curve at the farm level is 

reduced by shifting from DF-0   to DF-1  , since farms continue to produce animals, the supply is 
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only reduced from SF-0  to SF-1  due to the animals killed due to  FMD. The shifts in the demand 

and supply curves at the farm level will make the farm price for beef to reduce from PF-0 to PF-1.  

 

 4. 3  Importance of distribution curve in presenting the economic impact 
The distribution of economic outcomes helps to compare in detail the differences in the 

three scenarios. It does not just show the mean, median and mode value, it also show how the 

outcomes are distributed. It also shows any of the outcomes that have outliers in the data output 

from the epidemic displacement model. The distribution curve also gives us the knowledge of 

the interval we expect the loss to surplus can fall if use the three different scenarios. The curve 

also show how skewed the dataset which bring about the deviation from the mean each data set. 

We can also use the normal distribution curve to predict the chance of recording a given amount 

of loss in any mitigation strategy employed in any potential outbreak of foot and mouth disease. 
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Chapter 5 - CONCLUSIONS 

 5.1 Summary of study 
The three different scenarios resulted in three different results. Scenario 14 with 

vaccination capacity of 50 herds at 22 days and 80 herds at 40 days, vaccination trigger of 10 

herds, and vaccination of 50 km resulted in less loss to both producers and consumers in general.  

Scenario 14 always has lower probability of realizing welfare loss among the three scenarios. 

Putting the net welfare loss at $2billion, there is 0.37 probability that scenario 14 will have less 

welfare loss than both scenario 2 and 12. Scenario 2 and 12 are very similar, slight difference can 

only be realized at level of checking the probability of losing over $4 billion dollars. Scenario 2 

has 0.08 probability of having lower loss to the net welfare surplus than scenario 12. 

Scenario 14 and scenario 2 only have vaccination trigger in common, Scenario 2 has 

vaccination capacity of 5 herds at 22 days and 10 herds at 40 days, with vaccination zone of 10 

km. Scenario 2 had a welfare net loss of $2.137 billion on average, while scenario 14 with higher 

vaccination zone of 50km and more vaccination capacity of 50 herds at 22 days and 80 herds at 

40 days have lower loss compare to scenario 2. Using the result, it can be said that increasing the 

vaccination zone and also increasing the vaccination capacity will bring about less loss to 

producers.  

Results in Scenarios 2 and 12 are similar, but Scenario 12 has the highest loss to both net 

consumers’ surplus on average while Scenario 2 has largest loss to the producers’ surplus on 

average. The only difference between the two Scenarios is their vaccination capacity; the both 

have the same vaccination zone of 10km. The vaccination capacity in Scenario 2 is 5 and 10 at 

22 and 40 days respectively, while the vaccination capacity in Scenario 12 is 50 and 80 at 22 and 

40 days respectively. The above result showed that vaccination capacity does not have strong 

effect on the loss that may be recorded during Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak. This can be 

interpreted as the larger the vaccination capacity the less the loss recorded in foot and mouth 

disease outbreak, but it is a relatively very small impact. 

Comparing Scenarios 12 and 14 based on the result, Scenario 14 is far better means of 

controlling the disease outbreak than Scenario 12. Scenario 14 proved to be more effective and 

brought less loss to producer and consumer surplus. Apart from having the same vaccination 

trigger, they have different vaccination capacity and size of vaccination zones. Scenario 14 has 
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50 and 80 herds at 22 and 40 days respectively as the size of vaccination herds, and also has 

higher vaccination zone size of 50km-sq.  

Based on the general result, it can be concluded that the size of vaccination zone has the 

greatest impact on the economic loss that can be incurred during foot and mouth disease 

outbreak. The vaccination capacity also have effect but not as effective as the size of vaccination 

zone.  

 

 5.2 Recommendation 
 Any time there is an outbreak, the size of vaccination zone should be taken into 

consideration first, and this will allow the control of the spread of the disease. Having bigger 

vaccination zones helps to reduce the disease duration and also allows the affected region to gain 

its market back fully on time. The best result can be achieved by combining large vaccination 

zone with higher vaccination capacity, but the vaccination capacity does not have much impact 

as size of vaccination zone does. The best decision on which mitigation strategy to employed 

cannot just be made with the mean and standard deviation of any economic model on FMD 

because the outcomes are mostly not normally distributed. The outcome data in this study were 

not normally distributed, so using the mean and standard deviation will not give us the correct 

possibility of predicting the chance of an outcome level to occur. Using the impact distribution 

will enable us to know how the data is spread from the mean. We can also determine if the 

outcome are positively or negatively skewed by using distribution curves. Showing the entire 

distribution will reveal the outliers in the outcomes, and can show how big the outliers are since 

big outliers will surely affect the mean and standard deviation of the output data.  

 

 5.3 Limitation of study 
This study did not consider all the 15 different cases in which the factors responsible for 

different scenarios (Vaccine strategy, Vaccination capacity, vaccination trigger, and size of 

vaccination zone). There are may be better result from other Scenarios if considered. This means 

decision cannot be made solely on the result of these three scenarios without testing other 

combinations of the factors. Another major limitation is that this study ignored the government 
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cost in the economic model. The government cost of vaccination can also play important role in 

the decision making.  
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